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STORAGE STUDIES OF LOUISIANA EGGS 
BY CHAHLES W. UPP 
INTRODUCTION 
An opinion has prevailed in t erminal markets, that southern eggs 
.are generally unsuited for s torage. Common criticisms have been that 
southern eggs have a greater percentage of shrinkaga than other eggs, 
that th e developm ent of olive yolks is a serious problem, and that 
southern eggs will not keep satisfactorily. Whether or not these criti-
cisms were justified they have undoubtedly serious ly handicapped the 
sale of southern eggs for storage purposes. 
This study was started In 1927 in order to determine to what 
·extent, if any, the trade is justified in discriminating against southern 
eggs and to determine what influence proper management has upon 
southern eggs which are placed in storage. 
It was granted as being unqu estionably true with southern eggs 
as with all others, that as Pennington (1931) states, "Nothing will 
insure good eggs from hen to consumer except the three C's-care, 
cleanliness, and coldness; and eternal vigilance Is required on all 
three." With this in mind conditions for the experiment were made to 
approximate good commercial practices. 
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
In reviewing previous work, It is obviously impractical to mention 
all studies that have been made on egg quali ty, bacteriological and 
chemical studies of eggs and the preservation of eggs. Citations are 
made only to work having a more or less direct bearing upon the 
problem under consideration in this study. 
The deterioration of eggs manifests itself in Revera! ways. Thesf 
are li sted by Swingle and Poole (1923) as follows: " (1) discoloration 
<lf white and yolk; (2) thinning of the white and weakening of th & 
Yolk membrane ; (3) solld!ftcat!on of the yolk; (4) evaporation o! 
moisture ; (5) loss of flavor; (6) development of unpleasant odors anC: 
flavors; (7) development of gas; (8) visible molds." 
What are the causes of deterioration and how may deterioration 
be prevented? If the complete answers to these questions were known, 
the most serious problem of egg dealers and storage operators would 
be solved. There Is much as yet unknown about the factors involved 
In maintaining the quality of eggs, but very notable progress has been 
made during the past decade. Some of the factors generally recog-
nized as contributing to the deterioration of eggs may be listed as 
follows: (1) age, (2) moisture loss and exchange, (3) loss of co. and 
<lther chemical and pbysical changes, (4) bacteria, (5) mold, (6) 
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rations fed hens, (7) fertility, (8) washing eggs, (9) high temperature, 
(10) absorption of foreign flavors, and (11) cracked and broken eggs. 
The importance of the five factors last named is so generally recog-
nized that no space is devoted to disc u·s s ion of previous work 
with them. 
Age of itself, particularly after refrigeration is started, is not of 
great importance because much more depends upon the conditions 
under which the eggs are kept than upon age alone. That age prior 
to the initiation of refrigeration ls important is indicated by the 
following statement taken from the U. S. Egg and Poultry magazine 
(Lit. Cited No. 6): "The New Mexico studies have proved conclu-
sively that the age prior to storage determines keeping quality to a 
marked degree . . . " Age as here used included all conditions 
which accompanied it. 
Shrinkage has long been considered a major indicator of deteriora-
tion. While it is true that, ordinarily, badly shrunken eggs are of low 
quality as judged by various criteria, the recent work of Holst and 
Almquist (1931-A and 1931-B) indicates that shrinkage alone is not 
important. These investigator s state, "shrinkage . ls of little 
value as an index to eg~ quality inasmuch as it often tails to parallel 
other departures of the egg from a fresh condition a nd becomes sig-
nificant only in extreme stages." They also state, "A rapid equilibrium 
with respect to water exists between thick and thin white in the same 
egg. The concentration of water remains the same in each regardless 
of losses to thf\ yolk and through the shell.'' 
It is well recognized, as stated in the January 1929 number of the 
U. S. Egg and Poultry magazine (Lit. Cited No. 5), that during storage, 
"The moisture content of the white decreases and that of the yolk 
increases, usually in a progressive manner." It is known as mentioned 
by Holst and Almquist (1931-B) that this exchange of moisture is due 
to the differences in osomotic pressure which cause a passage of water 
from the white to the yolk. The water content of the fresh yolk is 
approximately 48 % while that of fresh white is between 85 and 90%. 
In connection with moisture loss some recent findings of Almquist and 
Holst (1931) Almquist (1931), Almquist and Lorenz (1932) regarding 
shell poros ity are of interest. They discovered that so-called "thin" 
spots or poor shell textures in egg shells are caused by the presence 
of moisture unevenly distributed throughout the shell ; also that "poor 
shell texture" is not a permanent characteristic, but may vary consid-
erably in the egg after it is laid. To quote Holst, Almquist and Lorenz 
(1931) "Eggs of different 'shell textures' show relatively little varia-
tion in respect to keeping qualities, shrinkage and porosity." True 
shell porosity which is determined by 6,000 to 7,000 definite tube-like 
passageways was found to be much less effective in fairly fresh eggs 
due to the fact that most of these pores are stopped or plugged by 
organic matter (cu tic le). 
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Sharp and Powell (1930) have used the height of the yolk divided 
by the width of the yolk of the broken out egg as an indication of 
interior quality. Holst and Almquist (1931-B) hold, however, that 
"thick white percentage as an expression of egg quality possesses sev-
eral points of superiority over the yolk index." 
Sharp and Powell (1927) Sharp (1929), Thompson (1930), Sharp 
(1930) , Sharp and Stewart (1931) and Stewart (1931) have stressed 
the importance of carbon dioxide as a factor in egg quality preserva-
tion. The loss of carbon dioxide from eggs results in deterioration. 
Sharp (1930) states, •· . . . when the egg is in the hen's body the 
white contains considerable carbon dioxide, but when the egg is laid 
and is exposed to the air some of this carbon dioxide escapes and the 
white of the egg becomes relatively quite alkaline. This alkalinity 
tends to hasten the breaking down of the white." Commenting upon 
the beneficial effects of carbon dioxide Sharp further states, "It retards 
the passage of water from the white to the yolk and thus tends to 
maintain the consistency of the yolk contents and its standing up 
quality. It postpones the time at which the yolk membrane will break, 
and also tends to maintain the condition of the thick white." Sharp 
and Stewart (1931) found that eggs deteriorated less rapidly in stor-
age when a little carbon dioxide was added to the air. 
Almquist and Lorenz (1932-A) have recently contributed appre-
ciably to the knowledge as to the nature of the changes which take 
place upon the liquefaction of egg whites. Their work points toward 
the conclusion that liquid white differs from firm white in its physical 
Corm and not in chemical make-up. Holst and Almquist (1932) give the 
results of rotation tests (natural egg white of various ages), which 
support this conclusion because the constancy of rotation of egg white 
regardless of its age indicated that little or no chemical change (i.e. 
hydrolysis of the proteins) had taken place. To quote from Almquist 
and Lorenz (1932-A) "Liquefaction of firm white, then, is due to two 
different processes, under two different conditions. In the presence 
of excess carbon dioxide, the long fibers contract and squeeze out 
from the mass a liquid solution of the other proteins. This process is 
the same as a process that occurs generally in colloidal gels, and is 
known as syneresls. In the absence of suffi cient carbon dioxide, these 
fibers break up. We are working now to learn, if possible, 
the exact nature of this breaking-up process." 
St. John (1931) and St. John and Flor (1931) have made some 
Interesting comparisons concerning the whipping qualities of "watery'' 
whites and "firm" whites. They conclude that watery eggs are better 
for whipping than are firm eggs. They make the statement that, "Any 
effect of storage for r easonable lengths of time is beneficial rather 
than detrimental." 
Kossowiez (1912), Stiles and Bates (1912) ! Rettger (1913) and 
Pennington et al (1914) all agree that normal fresh eggs are practi-
cally sterile. Swingle and Poole (1923) conclude that most eggs offer 
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resistance to bacterial growth, but that molds readily enter when 
moisture is present and bacteria enter if the mucous coating on the 
shell ls destroyed. Maurer (1911) found bacteria in 18.1 percent of 
fr esh eggs at room temperature, but only 8.3 per cent of similar eggs 
showed bacteria at blood temperature. Eighty-two per cent of the 
infected eggs were infected in the yolk, 25.9 % were Infected in the 
white, while 7.9 % were infected in both white and yolk. This worker 
a lso reported great seasonal variation In bacterial content with 
increased infection as the temperature increases. Bushnell and Mau-
rer (1914) obtained similar r esults. They state, "Eggs from different 
hens vary widely in bacterial content and keeping quality." They found 
no increased infection in the eggs of mated hens and conclude that the 
increased spoilage of fertile eggs is du e to development of the embryo 
(with its subs quent death and decomposition) . These inves tigators 
r each anoth er conclusion which ls undoubtedly true, but which Is often 
overlooked. They state, "Increase In infection and decrease in keeping 
quality did not necessarily run parallel because it is the qualitative 
rather than the quantitative bacterial content that determines keeping 
quality." 
Hadley and Caldwell (1916 ) reported that 8.7% of 2520 fresh eggs 
examined by the indirect method contained bacteria. They state how-
ever that, " . primary infection plays no role in bringing about 
the decomposition of eggs. For the factors determining this r esult 
we must look mainly to the secondary Infections." 
Obst (1915) observed that the albumen in most cases contained a 
lower or equal number of bacteria than did the yolk for 150 to 250 
days then the number Increased markedly and generally far exceedetl 
that of the yolk. Chretien (1911) round on examination of 52 "old" 
eggs, 20 that contained bacteria. 
Weston and Halnan (1927) describe a form of mold which 
occurred in "new laid" eggs. These investigators state, " . . the 
writers are of the opinion, as the result of trade Inquiries that ther~ 
appears on the market at various seasons of the year, a varying quan-
tity of these contaminated new-laid eggs ." 
Sharp (1929) r eports upon the important bearing of the pH value 
as a determining factor in the germicidal properti es of egg white. 
An anonymous r eview (Lit. Cited No. 5) of work done by chem-
ists of the U. S. Department of Agriculture prior to 1920 gives some 
pertinent findings. To quote a rew statements, "The spoilage of dirty 
and washed eggs in storage is mainly due to bacteria. Clean 
eggs with sound shells show a remarkable freedom from bacteria 
throughout a storage period of ten months. Fresh dirty eggs wltn 
sound shell are frequently contaminated with bacteria; and the num-
,ber Is Increased during holding In cold storage. Washed eggs show 
ceven more bacteria contamination than dirty eggs arter storing." 
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Eggs with light colored yollrn are preferred in large markets. 
Benjamin (1925) points out that the reason for this is that, "The 
color of the yolk is affected largely by the fee d given, yet age and 
heating cause the yolk to become consider ably darker at the candle, 
and also when opened. It is frequently difficult, wh en candling, to dis-
tinguish heat ffects from feed effects in the yolks of eggs." Parker (1927-A) concluded that there is no definite seasonal trend in yolk 
color whether judged by yolk shadow before the candle or by actual 
color of the yolk of the opened egg. This worker (1927) also deter-
mined that light yolked eggs change more in yolk color, but less iu 
candling appearance than do dark yolked eggs when held several 
weeks. An able criti cal review of the li terature on the coloring matter 
in egg yolk was recently presented by Mattikow (1932 ) . 
Excessively dark yolks are known to be caused by a number of 
different feeds . Parker, Gossman, and Lippincott (1926) report that 
ravenous eating of rape may cause yolks which " . . . have a 
greenish tint which renders the eggs almost unsalable." Walker, Berry 
and Anderson (1929) report that unlimited alfalfa range in winter 
produced eggs, " . the yolks of which are very dark and often 
mottled in appearance." The yolks were not "seriously" dark durinl?; 
summer . The cause of this variation was not known. 
Payne (1925) showed that either of two weeds, Penny Cress (Thlopsi Arvense ) or Shepherd's Purse (Capsella Bursa - Pas tons) 
would produce dark yolked eggs. These be designated as "olive-col-
ored" yolks. Payne a lso fed a pen " l1beral amounts" of alfalfa and fed 
other pens sprouted oats, but the yolk color continued normal. Bush-
nell and Maurer (1914) state, "No grass eggs were laid by a number 
of hens whose diet consisted chiefly of alfalfa. . " Experiment 
station workers at Georgia, Morgan and Woodruff (1927) and Brown (1930) have shown that ground, dried, ripe pimiento pepper will color· 
the yolks of eggs, the amount of the color depending upon the amouut 
of pimiento fed . 
Kempster (1930) reported a small loss from eggs (held in stor-
age) that were laid in July by hens fed a mash containing 30 % soy-
bean meal and a heavier loss from eggs produced during the same 
season by hens receiving a mash which contained 30 % of ground 
soybeans. Sherwood (1931) conducted limited experiments using soy-
bean meal and linseed meal, but obtained no conclusive results. It was 
plann d to continue this study. 
Extensive work has been done concerning the effects of feeding 
cottonseed meal on egg yolk color. 
New Mexico Station workers (1927), Sherwood (1928) (1929) and (1931), Thompson (1929) (1931), Walker, Berry and Anderson (1929), 
Upp (1929), Kempster (1930) and Sipe (1930-1931) have all reported 
Poor storage qualities for eggs from hens fed rations containing large 
amounts of cottonseed meal. The color of the cottonseed yolks vary. 
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Some descriptive terms used by various investigators are "salmon," 
"green," "olive," "black," "brown spots," etc. Sherwood (1928) r eported 
that eggs from hens fed cottonseed meal as 9% of all-mash ration did 
not store well , but those from hens receiving 3% or 6% of their faed 
as cottonseed meal stored well for as long as 28 weeks. This same 
investigator s tated (1931), " . nearly one-half of the eggs from 
hens receiving a mash containing 9% of cottonseed meal ware also 
deteriorated in storage. As the amount of cottonseed meal increased 
the percentage of deteriorated eggs increased." Walker , Berry and 
Anderson (1929) found that hens receiving a mash containing 5% or 
more of cottonseed meal produced eggs that did not store well. Eggs 
from pens receiving 15 and 38 % cottonseed meal were a total loss, 
due to dark yolks, which in most instances were practically black. 
Thompson (1931) reported that hens fed cottonseed meal as 7 o/o of 
the laying mash produced eggs which stored very well, but 33%% 
cottonseed meal developed olive-green yolks when stored and discolor-
ation was evident without the eggs being placed in s torage. 
Sherwood (1931) has concluded that, "'l'he substance in cotton-
seed meal that causes the deterioration in quality of eggs in storage 
is either the oil or something close ly associated with the oil which is 
removed in the final refining, because it is present in both crude cot-
tonseed oil and partially refined cottonseed ol.l, but ls not contained in 
the soap stock; neither ls lt found In extracted cottonseed meal having 
a low fat content, nor in highly refined cottonseed oil (Wesson oil)." 
Almquist and Lorenz (1932-B) have made some interesting obser-
vations in connection with studies of causes of pink white. They do 
not draw definite conclusions, but state, "The very nature of Its (i.e. 
pink whites) occurrence and distribution, however, points strongly to 
its origin in feeds." Their evdence suggests that pink whites may be 
linked up with cottonseed (and perhaps other) meal feeding (See also 
Table II of the present experiment). 
Oil processing the shells of eggs as an added measure to maintain 
quality has become quite widely used in certain sections of the United 
States. No attempt is made to review the literature on this phase of 
storage work, but attention is called to recent articles by Morgan 
(1929) Swenson and James (1931) and Morford (1932) . Benjamin 
(1925) and Jull (1930) describe briefly methods of processing eggs. 
I latt (1929), Holst and Almquist (1931) and Almquist and Lorenz 
(1932-A) have called attention to the importance of the individual hen 
as a factor influencing egg quality. This question should, and doubtless 
will, receive much furth er consideration in future work. 
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METHOD OF OBTAINING DATA 
This experiment was started in March, 1927, and the last eggs 
placed in storage were removed in October, 1931. Fifty-three cases 
tor 19,080 eggs) were used in the project. 
This work was carri ed on in cooperation with Swift & Company 
of New Orleans, and the eggs were held in a commercial storage plant 
in that city. A temperature of 29 to :n" F. was maintai ned and other 
s torage conditions were likewise standardized. The eggs were trucked 
several blocks from the cold storage plant to Swift & Company's plant 
for mid-summer candling and again when they were removed from stor-
age in the fa ll. They were usually held overnight in a chilled room at 
Swift & Company's plant, but were candled in a warm room (room 
temperature). They ordinarily became "sweated" during this period. 
Work don e by workers of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, Bureau of Chemistry (Lit. Cited No. 5) has shown that "sweat-
ing" does no harm to clean eggs unless the egg contents become. 
warm. This happened in some few instances, and no doubt egg quality 
was somewhat adversely affected by it. All cases for the particular 
year, were treated the same, however, so that the various cases for 
any one year are s trictly comparable. 
The conditions und er which the eggs were produced varied con-
siderably, and they are therefore given for each case. The general 
classes of eggs used included eggs produced in Louisiana by farm 
flocks, egg laying contest pens, commercial flocks, Jots on experi-
mental rations and eggs collected by hucksters. Cases were als() 
secured from Iowa, Kansas and Oklahoma. These were compared to 
Louisiana eggs shipped a similar di stance. Experimental rations used 
consisted in pa rt of rations containing rice by-products in various com-
binations and Jn part of rations containing various amounts of cotton-· 
seed meal in the diet . 
Records were so kept (see Figure I) that the identity of every egg 
was maintained from the time the eggs were placed in storage until 
after the fin al grading. The eggs were individually candled and graded just prior to being placed in s torage, again at mid-season, and finally 
at th e time they were removed from storage in the fall . Five different 
Per sons graded some of the eggs at one time or a nother in the course 
of the experiment, but approximately 60 % of all grading was done by 
the write r. Steps were taken to induce uniform grading by the various. 
individuals. 
The basis of grading used throughout was "The U. S. Standards ot: Quality for Individual Eggs," (see Figure II) . U. S. Specials were. 
designated as Grade 1, U. S. Extras Grade 2, etc., througe U. S. Checks. 
as Grade 7, and "Loss" eggs were designated as Grade 8. 
Olive yolked eggs were subjected to various cooking tests follow-
ing th e 1929 season. These tests were made by the home economics. 
department of the university. 
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Bacteriological tests were made the same year, of various types of 
ahnormal eggs after they were removed from storage. Th ase tests 
were made by the bacteriology department. 
The temperatures at which the eggs were held prior to storage 
were recorded for the 1931 pack. The influenca of the age of the eggs 
when stored upon keeping quality, was cletermined for certain cases 
during the 1929, 1930 and 1931 seasons. 
Six cases of eggs were graded, then held for four clays under 
atmospheric (room) conditions, then regraded by tile same individuals. 
During this period they were shipped by express from Baton Rouge to 
New Orleans where they were placed in storage after th e second 
grading. 
One case of eggs produced during the summer, was placed in 
storage in July, 1931, and held for approximately 3% months. Certain 
cases of the 1931 pack were graded by commercial candler s as well as 
experimentally. 
The manner in which the data were treated is given in the par-
ticular section concerned. 
Figure 1 
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FIGURE II 
UNITE D STAT ES S'.rANDARDS OF QUALITY FOR 
INDIVIDUAL EGGS 
(United States D partm nt of Agricu lt u re) 
Qua li ty F actors U. S. S pec ia ls, U . S. Extras, U . S. S ta ndard s, Grade 1 Gra d e 2 Gra d e a 
1 . Sh ell Clean, sound Clean , sound ICI an , sound 
2. Air cell 'Ai in ch or less in 2/ Inch or less In % inch or less 
d ep th localized ; depth localized ; depth; m ay be 
In 
r egular r egUl a r sligh t ly t remulou s 
3. Yolk Dimly vis ible May b e v is ibl e May b e vis ible ; 
mobile 
4. White Firm , c lear Fi r m , clear Reasona bly firm 
5. Ge rm Not v is ible N ot v is ible May be s lightly 
vis ible 
Quality Factors U . S . Trades , Gra d e 4 U . S. Sta ndard Dirty, Gra d e 5 
1. Shell Clean, sound D irty, sound 
2. Air cell 
3. Yolk 
4. White 
5. Germ 
Qua lity F ac tor s 
1. She ll 
-
2. Air cell 
a. Yolk 
4. White 
5. Germ 
May be over % in d e p th; % Inc h or less ln d e pth; m a y 
m ay be freely m obile be s lightly tre mulous 
May b e pla inly vis ible ; May b e vi s ible ; mobile 
da rk ; freely m obile 
May be w eak a nd wa te ry R ea sona bly firm 
May be clearly v is ible , May be s lig htly v is ible 
but with n o blood 
U. S . T ra de Dirty, U.S. h eck s, " L oss", Grade 8 
Grad e o Gra d e 7 
Dirty; sound !Crack ed; clean or B lood ring 
dirty W hite r o t 
May be over % May be over % Mixed r o t 
inch ln d epth; m a y Inch In depth; m ay Black rot 
be freely m obile be freely m obile Blood s pot a nd 
blood y white 
May be pla inly vis- May b e pla inly v is· Moldy egg 
Ible; d a 1·k ; freely ible; da rk; freely Meat s po t 
mobile mobile 
May be w eak and May be weak and Olive yolk 
wa te ry water y L eake r s or broke n 
eggs 
May be clearly v is- May be clearl y vi s -
ible , but wi th n o ible, but with no 
blood blood 
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DATA AND DISCUSSION 
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE EGGS WERE PRODUCED 
Table 1 gives in outline form the conditions under which the eggs 
stored during the 1929, 1930, and 1931 seasons, were produced. The 
1927 pack had been completed and the 1928 pack was in storage at the 
time th e author began work at thi s station. Adequate information is 
not available as to the conditions under which these eggs were pro· 
duced. It is known that they were produced by Louisiana and near-by 
Mississippi flocks and that some few of the cases were purchased from 
hucksters. 
Seven of the ten cases stored in 1929 were obtained from farm 
flocks or commercial flocks. In these cases information as to conditions 
under which the eggs were produced was obtained from the producers 
ERRATA 
. . · our copy of Louisiana Please make the foJ.:.ovn.ng correpcti~n~ i.nSuypplemcnt" and Pastures periment staM.on Bulletin 228. ro c n u . ., 
or Swine . 
Page 21 . 
II 
II 
II 
55 
54 
II 
read £1.il lbs. sweet potatoes 
rend Aug . 5-Scpt_,__l,2. 
Under Fig . 7 
Under EJ.:pt . 1 
2nd line. 
4th line. 
rend Aug . 5-Scpt . 16 
r end 64 d~ys on test, Loto I nnd II 
ave . daily gain, Lot I, .82 lbs; Lot II, 895 lbs. 9th line, 
sons approximately 60 % of the total loss in grade occurred between 
the beginning of the storage season and mid-season. 
The percentage of eggs graded as "loss" or Inedible at the end of 
the season was highly variable ranging from 0.0 to 9.72 % with a coef-
ficient of variability of 104.10. The mean percentage of loss eggs of all 
normal cases was 2.C)8 % . Thi s Is not considered to be excessively 
large. Walker, Barry, and Anderson (1931) report 1.36% Joss for No. 1 
eggs and 2.16 % loss for No. 2 eggs and Jenkins (1919) obtained an 
average Joss of 7 eggs per case or 1.94% of all eggs stored. 
The average percentage loss in gross weight for the entire experi-
ment was 2.49 %. Thi s compares fairly well with J enkins (1919) results. 
He obtained losses in gross weight ranging from .38% to 2.72 % with 
an average of 1.56% for 8 cases held for 6 to 61h months in three dif· 
ferent storage rooms. This is probably higher than the true loss in 
weight since some eggs were removed, because accidentally broken 
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DATA AND DISCUSSION 
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE EGGS WERE PRODUCED 
Table 1 gives in outline form the conditions under which the eggs 
stored during the 1929, 1930, and 1931 seasons, were produced. The 
1927 pack had been completed and the 1928 pack was in storage at the 
time the author began work at this station. Adequate information is 
not available as to the conditions under which these eggs were pro-
duced. It is known that they were produced by Louisiana and near-by 
Mississippi ftocks and that some few of the cases were purchased from 
hucksters. 
Seven of the ten cases stored in 1929 were obtained from farm 
flocks or commercial flocks. In these cases information as to conditions 
under which the eggs were produced was obtained from the producers 
by means of a questionnaire. Because of the difficulties involved in 
checking up on these conditions most of the cases stored in the two 
following seasons were produced under closely controlled conditions. 
LOSS IN G~ADE AND WEIGHT 
In Table 2 is recorded the loss in grade and loss in weight for all 
" normal" cases stored during the five-year period. 
The average grade per case into storage for all normal cases 
stored during the five-year period was 2.37. The "grade in" for the 
various cases ranged from 1.07 (case 11, 1928) to 3.57 (case 2, 1928), 
but variation was not exceptionally great as judged by the coefficient 
-Of variation. The cases stored in 1929 averaged lowest in grade into 
storage, and were therefore highest In quality, and those stored in 
1927 averaged lowest in quality. 
Mid-season grade was not determined during the 1927 and 1928 
seasons, but was obtained for all cases tested during the three latter · 
seasons of the experiment. The mean loss in grade for the entire 
season was 1.28 for all normal cases. For the 1929, 1930, and 1931 sea-
sons approximately 60 % of the total loss in grade occurred between 
the beginning of the storage season and mid-season. 
The percentage of eggs graded as "loss" or inedible at the end of 
the season was highly variable ranging from 0.0 to 9.72 % with a coef-
flcient of variability of 104.10. The mean percentage of loss eggs of all 
normal cases was 2.'18 % . This is not considered to be excessively 
large. Walker, Barry, and Anderson (1931) report 1.36% loss for No. 1 
eggs and 2.16 % loss for No. 2 eggs and Jenkins (1919) obtained an 
average loss of 7 eggs per case or 1.94% of all eggs stored. 
The average percentage loss in gross weight for the entire experi-
ment was 2.49 %. This compares fairly well with Jenkins (1919) results. 
He obtained losses in gross weight r anging from .38 % to 2.72 % with 
an average of 1.56 % for 8 cases held for 6 to 61h months in three dif-
ferent storage rooms. This is probably higher than the true loss in 
weight since some eggs were removed, because accidentally broken 
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TABLE 1 CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH 
1929 SEASON 
0 
z Approximat e Age of Birds 
<I> Source of Eggs Breed Age of Eggs 
"' 
(Hen s or Pullets) 
"' 
Stor cl 
u
l lComm rclal flock ... s. C. W. L eghorns 3- 4 clays . . . . . . . mixed .. . . .. . . ... 2 i,~arm flock nc.ici<:::: s. . W . L eghorns 4- 5 days . . mixed .... .. ' . . .. 3 Commercial s. . VV. L eghorns 3- 4 clays . . . . . . . 1rn I le ts . . . . . . . . . 
4 IComm ercial flock . . . s. c.w. L eghorne 2- 7 days . . .. .. . pull e ts .. . .. . . . .. (chie fly) 
6JEgg L aying Contes t• . s. C. W. Legl1orns 8-10 days . . .. . . . pull ets . . . . . . . .... 
I 
6jCommercial flock .. .. s. . W. L eghorns 4- 6 days . . . . . . y arllng h ens .... 
7 Commercial flock .... S. C. W. Leghorns 3- 4 days . . . . . . . pullets . ' ... ... .. . 
I (and Anconas) 
8 \State College (Iowa) . S. C. W . L eghorns 10-12 days . . . . .. . pullets .. .. .. .... . 
I (and rossbrecl s ) 
9!Exp. Pens (La.) ..... S. C. W . L eghorns 5- a days . . . . . . . pullets ........... 
10\Farm flock (Kansas) s. c. W. Leghorns 9-11 days . . . . . . . mixed ....... . . .. 
1930 SEASON 
1\commerclal flock .... S. C. W. L egh orns (Louis iana) 
2- 5 days . . .. ... pullets 
(chi efly) 
2 Egg Laying Contest . S. C. W. Leghorns (Louisian a) 
9- 10 days 
2-14 days 3 Experimental pens . . S. C. W. Leghorns 
41Experlmental pens . . 
I 
6\Egg Laying Contest (Louisiana) 
6 Egg Laying Contest 
\ 
(Louisiana) 
7 Egg Lay ing Contest . (Loul ,.Jana) 
8\Egg Lay ing Cont est I (Louls\!l.na) 
9/A. & M:. College (Exp.) Okla . .... 
10 Egg Laying Contest . (Louisiana) 
11 Commerc ial flock . .. . 
12 Comm ercial flock .. . . (chance case from 
Erath , La.) 
S . C. W. Leghorns 2-14 days 
(chie fly) 
S. C. W. Leghorns 14-15 days 
S. C. W. L eghorns 10-11 days 
S. C. W. Leghorns 12-13 days 
s. C. W. L egh orns 7- days 
(estimated ) 
S. C. W. Leghorns 7-21 days (chiefly) 
S. C. W. L eghorns 5- 6 days 
S. C. W. Leghorns . 2- days 
(est imated ) 
2- 7 clays . 
pull ts 
pulle ts 
pullets 
pull e ts 
pulle ts 
pull ts 
pulle ts 
pullets a nd h en s .. 
pullets 
pulle ts 
1Thls case was shi pped trom Baton Rouge to Auburn, Alabama, then forwarded to 
New Orleans to be compar able to eggs shipped to New Orleans from the mid-
west s ta tes. 
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THE EGGS WERE PRODUCED* 
Fertility 
f 1·tlle 
Infertile 
Infertil e 
Infertile 
In f rtil e 
inf rt Il e 
f er tile 
f ertile 
f ertile 
Inf 1·til e 
inf rt!\ 
Inf rt!\ 
Infertile 
!ertll 
in Certile 
infertile 
infert i le 
inf rtil e 
' .. . .. .. ... 
.. .. .. .... 
' . .. .. . . . . 
... . . . . . . 
.... . . . . 
. ' .. . . . . 
. . . . ... . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
......... 
f ertile . . .. .. . •.. . 
Infer tile 
infertile 
1020 SEASON 
Size Housing Green Feed U ni t (Birds) 
100 t o 600. .... . . on grass r ange . . . 
100 t o 250 . . .. . . oats on range' . . .. 
mo . . .. .. . . . ... . a lfa lfa on range . . 
! 00 to 250 . . .. ... cabbage and colla rd 
36 . . . ' . . . . . . . . . ch opped oats . .... (grown out. ·lde) 
100 ... . . ...... . .. oats on ran ge .. . 
•100 . . . . . . . . . oat s and r ape . . . . 
100 to 250 . ..... 7'/o alfalfa I a f m eal 
16 ... ... ch opped oats (grown outside) 
46 to 100 . .... ' Kaffir corn fodder 
R.ncl a l falfa 
1930 SEASON 
750 al fal fa 
39 oats in yards 
50 oats in yards 
2 5 . . . . . . . . . • . . oat s in yards 
39 oats in yards 
39 oitts in yarcl s 
30 oa t s in yards 
39 I oat s In yards 
25 
39 
100 t o 250 
? 
oats in ya r·ds 
collards 
Nature of Ration 
home m ixed-adequate 
hom e mixed-adequate' 
home mlxed-17% cot-
ton seed meal' 
commercial-adequate 
comm er c ia l-adequate 
commercial-adequate 
hom e mixed-adeq ua te 
h om e mixed-adequ a t e 
hom e mixed--containing 
various rice by-prod· 
ucts 
hom e mixed-adequate 
home mixed-adequate 
h orn mixed-adequate 
horn mix d (all mash) 
C.l!. meal 17 o/o 
h ome mixed-adequate 
-various rice products 
included 
home mixed-adequate 
home mixed-adequate 
h om e mixed-adequat e 
h om e mixed-adequa t e 
home mixed-rations 
containing c.s. meal 
(33 % of mash ) 
h ome mixed-adeq ua te 
commercla l-aaequate 
1Fu1·th er Inquiry r evealed that the birds ranged on rape and al so t hat cotton se d 
m eal was substituted f or m eat scrap at tim s. 
' In the light of l fl t er work with slm1\ar cotton seed m al It i s b elieved that some 
mlstflke was m ade In this case. 
* 'l'h eggs plac d In storage during the 1027 a nd 102 
the writer began work at this stat ion , and adequat 
as to the condition s under which the eggs stored 
produced. 
season s were s tored befor e 
Information ts not available 
during these season s were 
ci 
Z Source of Eggs 
., 
., 
0: (.) 
l~l•Grain Yf:~a_~:~; _ fto~k 
9/Grnin fed-farm flock . 
l g Grai? fed Ll.a:m_ . fl~c~ : 
5 ? La ... ...... . 
!University flock . . .. . . 
11 ? La . ....... .. 
3 ? La . ....... .. 
ll jGrain fed-farm flock (very dirty) 
2JI ? La .. .. .... _. 
I 
I Year 1928 11 Commerc ial flock-La . 
101 ? ........... . 
5 ? .. .. ...... .. 
l lCommercial flock .. . . . 
~ com~erc1a:1 · ilock'-.:...:i.3. · 
~ I ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : 
31 ? . .. . .. - . . .. -
21 
I 
I 
? 
Year 1929 
4 ICommercial flock-La . 
l lCommercial flock-La . 
Average 
Gradd 
Into 
Storage 
March 
15, 15, 23 
2.3 1 
2.59 
2.79 
2. 3 
2. G 
2. 7 
2.92 
2.97 
2.07 
2.97 
3.07 
April 
2, 3 
1.07 
1.12 
2 .3 
2 .3 
2.54 
2.77 
2. 1 
2.84 
3.01 
3.14 
3.57 
April 
1, 2 
1.35 
1.50 
TABLE 2 
LOSS IN GRADE AND WEIGHT (ALL NORMAL CASES) 
Average Average 
Mid- Grade 
Season Out of 
Grade Storage 
I ' I I 
I 
.. ... ... 1 
: :::: :::1 
1 .. ...... 1 
:: : :::: :1 
. . . . . . . . I 
:: :: :: ::1 
.• - ..... 1 
l" " "" 'l I ..... " \ 
I I I Aug. _13, 14 II 2.23 2.50 
Nov. 
17 
3.36 
3.9 1 
3 . 9 
3 .8 4 
4.05 
3.95 
4.09 
3.65 
3 .95 
4.H 
3 . 2 
Dec. 
12 
2.95 
3.39 
3.66 
3.9 
3.27 
3.23 
3.93 
3. 5 
3.9 
4.12 
4.05 
Oct. 
24 
3 .25 
3.~o 
Average 
Loss in 
Grade 
Spring 
to Mid-
Season 
Average 
Loss in 
Grade 
l\fid-
Season 
t.o Fall 
1 ... . .... 1 ........ 1 
I :: ::::::i :: ::::::1 
1 . . ...... 1 .. .. . .. . / 
);: -::_);:;:;: ;; 
1 .. ... . . . \ ....... . ! .. ... .. ·\ ..... .. . 
I:: ::: : ::I:: ::: :: 
1 .. ......... . .. .. 
1 ............... . 
I::: ::: :: : : : :: ::: 
I : : ~ : : : : : I : : : : : : : : 
1 .. . ..... , ........ 1 
1 .. ........ .. .. .. 
1 ...... 1 .. .. .. .. 
I I 
1.02 
.70 
Average 
Loss in 
Grade 
for 
Entire 
Season 
1.05 
1.32 
1.10 
1. 01 
1.1 9 
1.0 
1.17 
.6 
.9 
1.47 
. 15 
1. 8 
2.27 
1.2 8 
1. 60 
.73 
.46 
1.12 
1. 01 
.97 
.9 
.4 
1.99 
po 
Length 
Storage 
P e riod 
Days 
247 
247 
2H 
247 
2H 
247 
247 
247 
247 
247 
247 
247 
253 
253 
253 
253 
253 
253 
253 
253 
253 
25 3 
2 53 
206 
206 
% of Loss in Wt. Loss in Wt. 
Eggs Spring to Mid-Season 
Graded l\Iid-Season to Fall 
Loss in Wt. 
for Entire 
Season 
"Loss'' at, __ ~--•--~---•------~~~g~ Ibs. j 'lo lbs. I 'lo lbs . t I 
.83 
.55 
1.6 7 
.55 
1. 3 9 
.2 
1.39 
0.00 
.55 
9.17 
0.00 
0.00 
1.94 
2.50 
9. 72 
1.3 
l.ll 
1.11 
2.50 
UH 
6.38 
1.67 
2. i7 
1.11 
: : : : : I : : : ::! : : : : : i:ggl 
. .. . . . ... 
""'I 
1.501
1 
1.75 
. 
:::::1 
.... I 
I I I 
I I I 
2. 701 L OO I 1.851 
3.14 I 0.00 0"00 1 
1. 251 
1. 751 1.0 
1.50 
1.2 51 
1. 501 1. 50 
l. ;5 
uo/ 
I 
? I 
? I 
0.001 
.5 01 
LOO I 
.751 
0.001 
.251 
.501 
2. 501 
.501 
I 
I 
2.so l 
1 .751 
%t 
4.40 
2. 0 
2. 80 
3.10 
2.20 
2. 0 
2.30 
2.70 
2.GO 
2.80 ~ 
2. 0 
? 
? 
0.00 
.113 
1.90 
1. 36 
0.00 
.46 
.90 
4. 5 0 
.92 
4.50 
3.H 
51Egg Lay. Contest-La . 
7/Commercial flock-La . 
6 Commercial flock- La . 
9 Experiment pens-La . . 
lOIFarm flock-Kansas .. 
[State College-Iowa ... 
I 
I Year 19.30 
I 
ll !Commercial flock-La . 
101Egg Lay. Contest-La 
s Egg Lay. Contest-La 
l lCommercial flock-La 
41Experiment pens-La. 
21Egg Lay. Contest-La 
7 Egg Lay. Contest-La . 
61Egg Lay. Conte t-La . 
51Egg Lay. Conte t-La . 
121Commercial flock . .... I (chance case) 
l Year 1931 
91Experiment pens-La . . 
I (summer eggs stored ) 
2/Egg Lay. Contest-La . 
3 Egg Lay. Conte t-La 
41Experiment pens-La . . 
7 Commercial flock-La . 
I (chance case) 1 Commercial flock-La . 
SIFrom huckste r .... . .. . 
I (chance case) 
I 
I 
!Mean all cases . .. . .. . Standard Deviation of 
I Mean ... . .. . ... . . . . 
!Coefficient of Variation 
I 
1. 69 
1. 73 
1. 3 
1. G 
1.91 
1.99 
i\Iarcb 
17 
1.21 
1. 5 7 
1.74 
2.11 
2.27 
2.36 
2.39 
2.39 
• 2.43 
2. 54 
2.93 
2.25 
2.67 
2.45 
2. 3 
2.14 
June I 
27, 2 1, 3.1 3.0 
3.1 
3.05 
3.2 
3.1 I I 3.24 3.3 
/ · · ·3:-i ···I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
March l July I 
tl. 9 
27,2 2,3 I 
2.23 I 3.19 I 
u; I ~:9~ I 
2.5 3.14 
I 
2. 1 I 3.20 
1
, 
3.32 3.46 
I 
2.37 I 
.093 
26.23 % I . .... . . . 
I 
3.39 
3.16 
3.19 
3.16 
3.11 
3.00 
1.24 
.52 
.84 
.59 
.92 
.15 
I 
Oct. I 
9:do I 
3.91 I 
3.7 
1.89 
1.43 
1.36 
3. 9 I .9 4 
.93 
.u 
.85 
.9! 
~:7f 1' 3. 3 
4.00 . . 
4.15 I 1.1 6 
Oct. 
16 
3.03 
3.26 
3.40 
3.46 
3.22 
3.;;o 
3. 6 
I 
I 
I I 
I I \ · ..... . ·1 
I .96 I 
I
I .67 
.5 1 I 
I .56 I I .39 I .l4 I 
I I 
I I 
.46 
.91 
.52 
.71 
.28 
.86 
.68 
.91 
.G 
.84 
.58 I 
.74 
.59 
.70 
. :45 . . , 
1.14 
.0 7 
. 41 
.61 
.OS 
.30 
.20 
3.65 
.056 I :: :: ::::I: ::: :::: 
1 . . . . .. . _,1 _ . . . ... . 10.22 '/o 
I I 
Cases, for ach sea on, ranked by grade into storage. 
• ase accidentally damaged-abandoned. 
1 .70 
1.43 
1.3 6 
1.30 
1.20 
1.01 
2.67 
2.34 
2.04 
1.7 
1.51 
1.4 
1.44 
1 .6 1 
1.61 
tI.14 
1.03 
1.08 
1.12 
.64 
.69 
.34 
1.28 
.0 24 
12.36% 
206 
206 
206 
206 
206 
206 
207 
207 
207 
207 
207 
207 
207 
207 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
6.39 
3.05 
1.3 
3 
.83 
.56 
1.39 
3. 9 
1.11 
8.6 1 
.8 3 
2.22 
2.22 
4.44 
207 I 14.U 
I 
105 
202 
202 
202 
202 
I 
I 
I
I 
I 
I 
I 
~g~ I 
I 
I 
I 
...•.... 1 
. . ••. • • • 1 
I 
3. 9 
3. 9 
3. 9 
1.67 
1.94 
1.39 
5.00 
2.68 
.45 
.. .. . . · 1111.0 % 
1.50 
2.00 
.25 
.25 
1.2.) 
1.00 
2. 731 1 OO f l.87 f 2.501 3:;g o:n1 ~:~g/ i:gg1 
.49 1.00 1.96 1 1. 2 5 1 
2.09 1 .5 0 n
8
·I 1. 75 1 
1. 72 1 .501 1.501 
I I I I 
I 1 I I I 1.0 l. 0 O.OO I 0.0 01 LOO I 
0.00 0.00 1.2 51 2.2 ·1 1.2 5\ 
1. 50 2. G5 0.00 0 .00 1 1.5 01 
3. 0 0 5.50 1. 50 2. 9 1 1 4. 50 1 
. 50 .93 0.00 0 .00 1 .5 0 
2. 0 0 3. 511 .50 .91 1 2.5 0 1 
.25 .47 .50 1 .94 .7 51 
3.25 \ 5. 01 0.001 0.00 1 3.2 51 
4.54 
3.45 
1. 72 
2.43 
2.93 
2. 59 
1.80 
2.24 
2. 65 
8.26 
.93 
4.39 
1.41 
5.80 
·3.ool · ·5·.66\ · o".oo l · ·o".oo\ · 3,oo \ · 5.66 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
.. ·I .... · / .501 1.031 . . ·I .. 
. 50 1 .901 .751 1.37 1 1.2 5\ 2.2G 
. 75 1 1.331 .5 01 .901 1.2 51 2. 2 2 
1.50 2. GI .50 1 .9 I 2.0 01 3. 1 
0 .00 1 0.00 1 1.2 51 2 .301 1. 25 1 2.30 
.2 5/ .rnl1 o.oo / o.oo j .2 5/ .46 
0.00 1 0.001 .501 .931 .5 01 .93 
. . . · 1, ... . ·I · . . · 1 . . . . · 1' . ... ·I 2. 40 
: : : : : : : : : 11 : : : : : : : : : : I : : : : : I G~~:: 
t ase stor d July 3, 1931. · . 
tThls Is not true loss in w i&ht in some cases, as some eggs were 
examination or interior. 
taken out because they w ere broken accidentally, others were broke n 
tor 
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·and others were removed and broken out for examination. No correc-
tion was made for loss in weight attributable to these causes. This 
also partially accounts for t he great variation in "loss in weight" by 
individual cases. Cases in which there was no loss in weight or prac-
tically none are probably explainable on tha basis of absorption of 
moisture by the containers, by gain in weight due to sweating, or by 
errors in weighing. 
Seventy-two and five-t anths per cent of the loss in weight for the 
entire season occurred between the date of storing and the mid-season 
grading. This figure is based on r esults of the last three seasons only 
since the eggs were not graded at mid-season during the first 
two years. 
One case of summer-produced eggs (No. 9, 1931) was stored on 
July 3. These eggs were from two to ten days old when s tored . It may 
be noted that they were of good quality when placed in storage and 
graded higher in quality than did any case of spring produced eggs 
when they were taken out of storage in October. 'I'l1is indicates that 
eggs produced during June may be held successfully if they are of 
good quality when placed Into storage. Jenkins (1919) probably 
explains the chief reason why it is believed that summer eggs will not 
store well when he states, "Spring eggs on the market are usually 
fresher than summer eggs, and for that reason keep better in storage." 
Heitz (1929) calls attention to the fact that spring eggs have another 
advantage in that they usually have not been exposed to high tempera-
tures before being stored. Walker, Berry, and Anderson (1931) 
obtained best storage results in New Mexico with April eggs, with 
those produced during May, March and June ranking in the order 
1!lamed. These workers call attention to the fac;t that unfavorable 
weather conditions (i.e. summer) are manifest at an earlier date in 
southern states than in the case in more northern states. 
The correlation of average grade per case into storage and ave-
rage grade out of storage was determined. A positive coefficient of .64 
was obtained. This is highly significant accordng to Wallace and 
Snedecor (1931) table of significant values of r , R, and t, and Indi-
cates that high -quality (or low average grade) Into storage Is an 
important factor in determining high quality at the end of the storage 
:season. No significant relationship (r = +.11) existed between average 
grade per case Into storage and the percentage of eggs which graded 
:as loss at the end of the storage season. This suggests that eggs which 
became "loss" or inedible by the end of the storage period could not 
be detected at the time the eggs were stored. There was a very slight, 
but insignlftcant negative association (r =-.07) between average 
grade per case Into storage and loss In weight during the storage 
-period. This Indicates that high quality at time of storage was not 
:necessarly associated with either small shrinkage or great shrinkage. 
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LOUISIANA EGGS COMPARED TO MID-WEST EGGS, 
l<'or the 1929 season (placed in storage April 1 and 2) two cas-es of 
eggs from the mid-west were stored for the purpose of comparison 
with Louisiana eggs. One case (No. 8) was sent by express from the 
Iowa State College poultry farm, and one case (No. 10) came from a 
farm flock at Manhattan, Kansas. A case of eggs (No. 5) from the 
Louisiana Egg Laying Contest was expressed from Baton Rouge to 
Auburn, Alabama and was forwarded from there to New Orleans. This 
was done in order that this case might be more directly comparable 
to the cases shipped from the mid-west. 
It may be noted that the Louisiana eggs graded slightly higher than 
did the mid-west eggs at the time they were placed into storage, but 
were lower in grade at the end of the storage season, although the dif-
ference in quality was not appreciable. The percentages of eggs graded 
as loss in cases 8 and 10 were distinctly less than that for case 5. The 
classification of Joss eggs (see Table 5) reveals that one-half the loss 
in case 5 was from broken eggs which indicates that the shells of the 
Louisiana eggs did not stand shipping as well as did the Kansas and 
Iowa eggs. The percentage loss in weight was greater for the Louis-
iana case, but this ls probably due to the fact that eleven broken eggs 
(weight at least l 'A pounds or one-half of total loss in weight) were 
removed from the case, and no correction was made for this factor. 
When the two mid-west cases are compared to the mean of all normal 
cases for the 5 years as to loss in grade for the entire season, per-
centage of loss eggs, and per cent loss In weight for the entire season 
the only difference in favor of the mid-west eggs is a lower percentage 
(about 1 % ) of eggs graded as loss while the Louisiana eggs averaged 
less in shrinkage than did the Kansas and Iowa eggs. These results 
indicate that Louisiana eggs of good quality keep well in storage as 
compared to eggs from the mid-west states. 
DETERIORATION IN QUALITY ACCORDING TO 
GRADE INTO STORAGE 
The deterioration in quality of eggs during the entire storage 
period, classilied according to grade at the time they were placed into 
storage, Is shown In Table 3. Data are presented for each of the 1929, 
1930, and 1931 seasons and for these three seasons combined. Deteri-
oration in quality is measured by the number of grades lost. The fig-
ures given are calculated as the percentages of the total number o! 
eggs stored at a given grade or quality. 
The various grades into storage could not have lost the number-
of grades necessary to place any eggs In the (shaded) areas of the. 
table. This is readily understood when we consider the classifications. 
of the "U. S. Standard of Quality for Individual Eggs" which as stated! 
previously, were used in thi s experiment. For example, an egg store~ 
as a No. 1, or U. S. Special could lose one grade and become a o. 2, 
TABLE 3 
L oss i n Quali ty D uring Stora ge B ased on Grades " I n " A ll Cases Combined for E ach Season 
GRADE INTO STORAGE 
Grades 1 l 2 3 I 5 6 TOTAL Lost u. s. u. s. u. s. u. s. u. s. s. Standard Trade Special Extra Standard Trade Dirty Dirty No. % 
192 9 
0 44.35 '7o 100 % 3.33 % l 00 '7o G3 1.7 5 
1 1.03 '7o 3.49 % 46.96 % - lG.67 % 1928 53.55 
2 .06% 15.30 % 1277 35.4 7 
3 9. '7o 105 2.92 
-. 
4 -
-
-
5 -- .69% 10 .28 
-
-
6 1.21 % 27 .75 
7 1.03% - 11 .3 1 
• Eggs not ~raded . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .... . .. 1 79 4.97 
Totals .. 10G3 2229 11 5 1 I 12 1 36 00 100.0 % 
1930 
0 7.21 % 11.57 % 23.53% 74 1. 7 
1 17 .25% 52.77% 70.59% 76 19.39 
2 27.39 % 73.78 % 100 % 1707 43.11 
3 C.9.40% 
-
:;. 8 % - 574 14.49 
4 .43% 107 2.70 
5 40.02 o/o 311 7.85 
6 8.97% 180 4.55 
-
7 3. 15% 
·-
26 .66 
Eggs not :;-raded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . ..... 
·1 
. ... . .. 213 5.38 
Tom ls 825 2000 77; 121 17 1 3960 100.0% 
TABLE 3--Continued 
Loss in Quality During Storage Based on Grades " In " All Cases Combined for Each Season 
GRADE INTO STORAGE 
Grades 2 
I 
3 4 5 6 TOTAL 
Lost U.S. U.S. 
U.S. U . S. U.S. U.S. Standard Trade 
Special Extra Standard Trade Dirty Dirty No. % 
19.:H 
0 
.32% 65.16% 91.96% 77.7 % 100% 1100 33.95 
1 .79% 73.52 % 29.85% 22.22 % 1231 37.99 
2 0.24% 24 .21 % 0.0 502 15.49 
3 17.79 % 0.0 45 1 .39 
• ~I .04% 34 1.05 
5 4.99 % 53 1 .64 
6 1.95 % 24 .H 
7 1.18% 3 .09 
Eggs not ;;-raded . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
..... ·· · ···· 
. .. ..... .. .. . . . . .. . ... 248 7.66 
Totals . ... 253 1235 1062 423 18 I 3240 100 % 
Three Seasons Comb ined (1929 - 1930 - 1931) 
4 799 404 28 2 
0 .Oi % 40.89 % 74 .13 % 59.5 7 % 66.7% 1237 11.4 5 
Bt 3115 781 18 
1 .6 1 % 56.95% 39.97% 3 .30 % 3927 36.3 7 
1365 2120 1 
2 63.76% 3 .76% 33.3% 3486 32.28 
723 l 
3 33.77 % 2.13% 724 6 .7 0 
:1. 141 4 25 . 7% 141 1. 30 
374 
5 1 9. 1 4 % 374 3 .46 
231 
6 4.22 % 231 2.14 
40 
7 1.86 % 40 .3 7 
Eggs not ;raded . .. . . . . . . . . ... . .... . . . . . . ... . . . . 640 5.93 
T t 1 f N o. 2141 5470 1954 545 47 3 10,800 ---100% 
o as l % 19.82 50.65 18.09 5.05 .43 .03 I 
•Eggs not graded consist of those ch ecked or cracked during th e spring or mid-summer handling a nd of those 
brok en out for examination during t he storage period. 
t Figures in b lack face are numbers of eggs, others are percentages of the total number of eggs s tored at the 
particular grade. 
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or U. S. Extra, two grades and become a o. 3, or U. S. Standard, 
three grades and become a No. 4 or U. S. Trade, or seven grades an d 
become a No. 8 or "loss" egg. But a No. 1 or U. S. Special could not 
lose four grades and become a No. 5, or U. S. Standard Dirty, nor five 
grades and become a No. 6, or U. S. Trade Dirty, unless it became 
smeared with broken egg contents, or was otherwise accidentally 
stained. Such accidental deterioration was disregarded since it was 
due to careless or excessive handling rather than to actual loss in 
grade caused by the nature of the egg itself. Since a considerable 
proportion of checked eggs were doubtless the result of excessive 
handling all checks were classed as "eggs not graded," therefore no 
eggs are here graded as No. 7, or U. S. Checks, hence no U. S. Speclals 
were recorded as losing six grades. These same principles hold t rue 
for eggs stored at the various other grades. 
There was a decided tendency fo r eggs to grade as U. S. Stand-
ards (No. 3) or U. S. Trades (No. 4) when removed from storage. This 
is illustrated by the fact that fo r the three seasons combined only 
18% of the total eggs were stored as grade three, but 48.9% graded 
as No. 3 when removed from storage. Likewise only 5.% graded as 
No. 4 when stored but 37.3% graded as No. 4 when r emoved from 
storage. This was necessarily so, ho wever, because it is practically 
impossible for unprocessed eggs to grade as U. S. Specials or U. S. 
Extras after being in s torage for several months. 
The advantage of storlng eggs of high quality is well lllus trated 
by the following facts. Sixty-three and eigl1t-tentbs per cent of eggs 
stored as U. S. Specials came out of storage as U. S. Standards while 
56.9 % of the eggs stored as U. S. Extras graded as as U. S. Standards 
when removed from storage, and only 40 .9% of the eggs stored as U. S. 
Standards graded the same at th .3 termination of the storage period . 
Of the eggs graded as U. S. Specials when placed into storage 33.8 % 
graded as U. S. Trades at the end of the season, while 38.8% of the 
U. S. Extras graded as U. S. Trades when removed and 40% of the 
U. S. Standards graded as U. S. Trades upon r emoval from storage. 
P erhaps the most striking fact in support of storing only eggs of 
highest quality is illustrated by the percentage of "loss" eggs for the 
various "into storage" grades. Th percentage of loss or inedible 
eggs was 1.9 % for eggs graded in as U. S. Specials, 4.2% for U. S. 
Extras, 19.1% for U. S. Standards and 25.9 % for U. S. Trades. The 
number of eggs stored at grades lower than U. S. Trades is too small 
to furnish reliable evidence. 
The greater percentages of inedible eggs noted during the 1930 
season were brought about by the inclusion of two cases of eggs from 
experimental pens, In which cases a large number of "olive yolks" 
developed. These figur es demonstrate that most of the olive yolks 
could not be detected by candling at the time the eggs were s tored. 
However, in this instance, also, the eggs of the higher qualities 
r esulted in much lower percentage of loss ggs . 
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EGGS IN VARIOUS GRADES 'AT SPRING, MID-SEASON 
AND FALL CANDLINGS 
The percentage of eggs in the various grades at the spring (or into 
storage), mid-season, and fall (or out of storage) candlings are 
given in Table 4. The r esults are given for all cases combined for 
each of the seasons of 1929, 1930, and 1931. 
It may be noted that the greatest loss in grade, particularly of 
grades 1 (U. S. Specials) and 2 (U. S. Extras), occurs during the fi rst 
part of the storage season. Tbe effect of the experimental cottonseed 
meal cases is again evident in the decreased quality of the mid-season 
and fall candlings for the 1930 season. The percentage of grade 7 
(U. S. Ch cks ) decreased in some instances at the mid-season and 
fall candlings because some of th em were removed at the preceding 
inspection. 
The r esults as set forth in table 4 bear out those presented in table 
3 as concerning the advantage of s toring eggs of high quality. For 
example, in the 1929 pack 29.7 % of all eggs stored went in as U. S. 
TABLE 4 
Per Cent of Eggs, by Grades, at Spring , Mid-Season and Fall Candlings 
(Al\ Cas s Combln d for Each Season) 
Grade 
l 
2 
3 
G 
6 
7 
8 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
8 
'~ 
5 
0 
7 
8 
Spring 
29.70 
62.57 
3.21 
.03 
.57 
2.82 
1.10 
21.17 
51.64 
20.51 
3. 17 
.4 6 
.08 
2.08 
.89 
6.~ <.I 
37.60 
38.20 
1 5.22 
.68 
.04 
1.36 
.36 
1920 
1930 
1031 
Mid-Season 
64.10 
39.19 
.4 9 
,;;5 
.02 
3.00 
2.57 
.05 
70. 0 
20.76 
.1 
.0 
2.94 
5.08 
4.22 
77.46 
H .23 
.58 
.O ·l 
1 .17 
2.29 
Fall 
1. 0 
1 4.G4 
.55 
3.00 
lG.56 
65. ~ 
.05 
.2 0 
l.J J 
16.10 
G3.06 
30.27 
.51 
.11 
l.06 
5.00 
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s1,ecials (No. 1) and 81.8 % were removed as U. S. Standards (or No. 
3) and only 3% as loss while for the 1931 season only 6.4 went in as 
U. S. Spacials and 63 % graded out as U. S. Standards with 5% loss 
eggs . 
CLASSIFICATION OF " LOSS EGGS" 
ln table 5, the "loss" eggs (of 4 seasons) are grouped by cases, 
under s ix separate classifications, namely; (1) mixed rot, (2) rot, (3) 
moldy, ( 4) olive yolk, (5) meat spots-blood spots and bloody eggs, and 
(6) leakers or broken eggs. 
Cooking tests at th e Oklahoma Experiment Station (Lit. Cited No. 
53) and at this station (see section on cooking tests) have demon· 
strated that ollve yolk eggs may be used for food purposes, but in 
commercial classification they are graded as loss (see table 9). The 
appearance of olive yolked eggs renders them unsalable so they doubt· 
lessly are properly classified as loss eggs. 
Loss in individual cases ranged from O.O o/o ror case 11, 1928, to 83.11% 
for case 9, 1930. The latter case was from h ens fed cottonseed meal 
rations. The highest percentaga of loss eggs for a "normal" case was 
14.4% for case 12, 1930, a chance case from a commercial poultry 
farm. Forty-four of the fifty-two loss eggs in this case were "leakers," 
indicating that they were produced probably by hens on a calcium 
deficient ration. Five of the 41 cases considered contained no loss eggs 
if broken eggs are disregarded and ten other cases had only 1 or 2 
inedible eggs. 
Of the individual classes of loss, olive yolks ranked highest with 
5.2 of all eggs considered, falling in this class. But when the six 
cases produced by birds fed cottonseed meal rations are omitted, olive 
yolks drop to the relatively unimportant figure of .50%. Leakers or 
broken eggs rank second as a cause of loss eggs with 1.65 % . This 
figure is undoubtedly higher than it would be under commercial 
conditions because of the extra amount of hauling and handling 
involved In this test. Rots and mixed rots together represented .63% 
of all eggs stored, moldy eggs .20% and blood spots and meat spots 
.llo/o of the total number of eggs considered. 
The per cent of eggs classed as inedible for these four seasons 
was 3.09 % when the s ix cottonseed meal cases are omitted; and with 
broken eggs also omitted the percent loss was 1.50%. These figures 
demonstrate conclusively that Louisiana eggs of good quality may be 
stored without excessive losses. 
EFFECT OF HOLDING EGGS PRIOR TO STORAGE 
It is generally recognized that eggs will deteriorate in quality In a 
r elatively short period when held at room temperature. A test made 
at the beginning of the 1931 season bears out this belief. Table 6 
shows the loss in quality of six cases of eggs graded on March 24 in 
TABLE 5 
Class ification of Loss Eggs-By Cases for Seasons 1928, 1929, 1930 a nd 1931 
0 
z 
Source of Eggs 
"' rn cd 
t.l 
1 Commercial 
2 ? 
3 ? 
4 Commercial 
5 ? 
6 ? 
Year 1928 
flock . .. . . .. . ...... 
...... .. . 
.. .. . . . .. . . . . . 
flock-La. .......... . 
... . .... . .. ~ .. . . 
. . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mixed 
Rot 
No. 
9 
2 
1 
2 
2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I · 
I 
I·. 
I· 
Rot 
No. 
12 
1 
1 
7 ? ... ...... .. . ... . 1 
, .... ;"" . 8 ? . . . . ... . . · ·· · · .. 3 
91 ? ... . . . . . , 1 
101 ? ... . . . ...... . . . · I 5 
ll lCommercial flock-La. . ..... . ... . . . [ . 
I I I 
l ICommercial .I .. .... .. . I. Year 1929 flock-La. 
21Farm flock, La. (rape, C .S. meal?) \ . . . . . ... · I 3 
3 ICommerc~al flock , La. (C.S. meal?) .... . .. . · \ ·. ·· ·· 
41Commerc1al flock-La . .. ....... . · I 1 . . . . .. 
5 IEgg Laying Contest-La . ... .. . . . 1 ... .• ... · I 12 
61Commercial flock-La ..... . ..... -\" . . . . .. . · I· 
7 Commercial flock-La .. . .. . .. .. . ..... . .. . · I· 
8 jState ~ollege-Iow_a · 1 · ....... · I· ..... 
9 IExper1mental pens-La. . . .... . .. . , 2 
10 \Farm flo k -Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .. .. .. 
I Yearl930 l \ . 1 Commercial flock-La. . . . . . . . . . • . 7 .... . ... . 
2 Egg Laying Contest-La . . . . .... . . . .. .. . . . \ .. ... . . .. 
Classification 
Mold 
No. 
I 
4 
.. . I 
. . . . . . . I 
1 I 2 
. ·I 
3 I 1 
Olive 
Yolk 
No. 
10 
5 
5 
1 
5 
3 
5 
16 
Meat 
Spots, 
Bloody 
and 
J31ood 
<:pots 
No. 
. .. . .. . . . 
. . . . .. . .. 
. . . ... . . . 
. . . . ... .. 
. ..... .. . 
. . .. . . .. . 
. .. . . .. .. 
.. · I ...... l 
. . · I .. 
. . . I . . . 
I 
I I 
I l. ·\ 3 1 1 30 
1 I 2 . .... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
. .. . . . . .. ... .. 
. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . 2 
. .. 6 . . . I::::::: :: 1 
·:··t:·. :··: : .... . ... . 
... . . . . . . 
I 
. ...... .I. ...... .. \ ......... \ 
. . . . ... · I· . . . .•. . ... . ..... . 
Leakers 
or 
Broken 
No. 
. . .. ... 
. .. . .. 
.. . . ... . . 
. . .. . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. ... . . . .. 
. . . ..... .. 
... .. ... ·1 
. . . . . . . . . 
. .. . .. . .. 
2 
7 
8 
ll 
3 
5 
1 
1 
2 
24 
8 
Total Loss in 
Each Case 
No. % 
35 9.iZ 
6 1.67 
7 1.94 
4 1.ll 
9 2.50 
5 1.38 
9 2.50 
23 6.38 
4 1.ll 
7 1.94 
0 0.00 
4 1.ll 
36 10.00 
10 2.77 
10 2.77 
23 6.39 
5 1.38 
11 3.05 
2 .56 
3 3 
3 3 
31 8.61 
8 2.22 
Loss in Each 
Case, Broken 
Eggs Omitted 
No. % 
35 9.72 
6 1.67 
7 1.94 
4 1.11 
9 2.50 
5 1.38 
9 2.50 
23 6.38 
4 1.11 
7 1.94 
0 0.00 
• 1.11 34 9.44 
3 .83 
2 .56 
12 3.33 
2 .56 
6 1.67 
1 .27 
2 .56 
1 .27 
7 1.94 
0 o.oo 
ti" 
~ 
31Exp. pens-La. (CS. meal li o/o ) .. 269 
41Experimental pens-La. . . . . . . ·I .. .. . ·I· . .. .... · 
. . . . .. I 28 
3 
298 82. 7$ 
.83 I 
!:70 
I 0 I 
75.00 
0.00 
5IEgg Layi ng Contest-La.* .. . . . . ·1 · .. . . ·I · .. ... . . 
6JEgg Laying Contest-La. . . . 1 I 1 
7JEgg Laying Contest-La. . . . . . . . 1 I. ....... . 
S)Egg L a )·ing Contest-La. . . . I . . · · · · i · · · · · 
9l0kla . A. & 1\1. College (C.S. meal) 1 / · ... 
1 
. . .. 
lO jEgg L aying Contest-La. · I 3 
ll JCommercial flock-La . ... . . . . ... · I· ... ... . -I 
12JCom'cial flock-La. (chance case) I' 4 I· . ... ... . 
. :::: ::I : : : :: .. / .. : :: : : :1' 
: : : : : : : I : : : . : : :\ ... _ 1 . . . 
. . I . . I .... .. . 
:· : ~ ~ -1:29 i : :·1 ·~: :·:· : </ 
·I 4 I · · · · · · · · 
13 
7 
4 
2 
9 
4 
44 
/ · i; 
I
I 30~ 
14 
5 I 62 l
··.rn· 1· ·· .. 1· 1 ·.:1! 
14 .H I 8 I 2.22 
I I I 
I II I Year 1931 I II ommercial flock-La . . .. ..... . . · I· .... .. . · I 1 
2 Egg La~~ng Contest-La. . .. .. .. . J . .. . .. . . \ .. ... . .. . 
41Exp. pens-La . (in . r ice products) ... . . .. · I· . ... . .. . 
I I I 
2 
12 
10 
5 
5 
14 
14 
6 
I I I 
1.39 
3. 9 
3.89 
l.Gi 
I I 
II ! I I I .5G 1.11 .27 3)Egg Laying Contest-La. . . . . . . . 1 · . ... . . , . 1 51Experime ntal pens-La. (part 20% I 
I C.S. m a l, pa rt 30 % C.S. m eal ) I 3 . . . .... . . G Experi m enta l pens-La. ( part 10 % 1 I I 99 I 27.50 10 3 2 .Gl I C. S. mea l, part no C. . m eal ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
71Commercial flock (chance case) . . ·1 .. . . .. . . , ... . . . . . . 
JFrom huck ster (chance case) . . . . 2 . •. . . . . . . 
ro:~~); R ese_arn·h· .F~rn1 . <_~u".1_mer ·I ..... . · 1 · . .. . . . . . 
/n cases-Totals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . / 46 / 47 
1 
5 
5 
13 
7 
l ·s 
14 
3.G l 
l. 9 4 
5.00 
3.89 
I I I 1 2 I 
I 2 I 
·1 13 I 
I 0 I 
I 7.78 I 905 I 
3.3 3 
.56 
3.G l 
0.00 
G. 13 
/14 ,760 eggs-% of a ll eggs stored .I .3 1 / .32 29 I 767 I ir. I 
.20 I 5.20 I .11 I 2 44 l.G5 114 9 7.78 I · · · · 1 · · · · ·1 · · · · · · 
*Case acciden tally damaged-abandoned. 
APPENDIX: 
Per cent of all eggs stored c lassifi ed as olive yolk . .. ..... .. . . . . .. . .... . .. . . . 
Per cent of all eggs stor ed with the 6 cotton eed meal cases omitted , c lassified as olive yolk . . . . .. . .... . 
Per cent of a ll eggs stored classified as loss, including broken eggs and cottonseed meal cases . ... ... .. ... . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . 
Per cent of all eggs stored classified as loss, broken eggs omitted . .. , . . .. " . . . . 
P er cent of a ll eggs stored c lassified as loss, with six cottonseed m ea l cases om itted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
Per cent of all eggs stored c lassified as loss, with six cotton seed meal cases, a nd brok en eggs omitted . . .. .. ...... . . .. . .. . 
5.20 % 
.50 % 
7.78 % 
G.13 % 
3.09 '/o 
1.50 % 
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Baton Rouge and graded again by tbe same individuals in New Orleans 
on March 28. The av~rage room temperature (recorded threa times 
dally) at which the eggs were held prior to the March 24 candli ng is 
given for each case. The actual tempera tures to which the eggs were 
subjected during the interval between the March 24 and 28 candlings 
are not available. The average temperature during this period as 
recorded at the Louisiana State University weather station was 
60.2°F . with a range in temperature from 37.7 ° to 78 .0°. Since the eggs 
were expressed from Baton Rouge to New Orleans between the two 
gradings they probably experienced a greater r ange in temperature 
than the above figures indicate. 
The di fferences in grades on March 24 and March 28 as shown by 
the average loss in grade during this period are quite striking when 
compared to the average loss in grade during the entire storage 
period which followed. The average loss of the four cases containing 
the fr esher eggs (cases 1, 2, 3, 4) was 76 % as great for the short 
pre-storage holding period as it was for the entire storage season. 
Cases 5 and 6 contained eggs which were older, and which were con-
sequently of lower quality on March 24, hence the loss in these cases 
was not so great dming the pre-storage Interval. 
Case 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 t 
Ot 
TABLE 6 
Loss in Quality of Eggs Held for Short Period * 
(March 24-28, 1931-Not In Refrigeration) 
Average R oom Temper-
Average Loss in ature at W h ich 
Age of Aver age Average Loss in Gra d e Kept Prior to 
Eggs on Grade Grade Grade Duri ng i\larch 2~t (202 March March March D uring clays) 24 24 28 H eld Entire Period S to rage Average I 
Season Degrees Range 
12- 4 clays 1.76 2.81 1.0 5 .69 59.1 I 51-69 2- s clays 1.52 2.23 .7 1 1.03 59.5 51-69 4- 5 clays 1.77 2.32 .55 1.08 59.4 50-60 
10- ii clays 1.6 7 2.34 .67 1.12 59.4 I 50-69 0-2 0 days 2.64 2.9 7 .SS 1.87 61.6 50-72 
10-20 days 2.74 S.08 .84 .58 Gl. 6 ! li0-72 
1 
*These cases were s hi pped from Baton Rouge to New Orleans during 
thi s Inte rva l. 
tFrom cotton seed meal r a tions a nc1 ch eck ration . 
t Aver , g of temperatures taken dally at approximately 7 :30 a. m ., noon, 
a nd 7 :00 p. m . 
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AGE OF EGGS STORED 
Table 7 gives the summarized data for twenty cases of the 1929, 
1930, and 1931 packs, grouped according to the age of the eggs when 
placed in storage. 
While the range in the age of the eggs was not great as compared 
to the age at which many eggs reach the terminal markets, yet the 
fresher eggs were of higher quality in all respects. The differences in 
quality undoubtedly would have been greater had older eggs been 
available for comparison. 
OCCURRENCE OF OLIVE YOLK EGGS 
The data showing the loss in grade and weight and the occurrence 
of olive yolks for six cases of eggs produced by hens receiving 
cottonseed meal in the diet, are presented In table 8. 
In two cases the per cent of cottonseed meal in the diet is 
uncertain in another case (from Oklahoma) the amount of cottonseed 
meal fed was 33 1/3% of the mash while in the other cases cottonseed 
meal comprised 10, 17, 20, and 30% of the total ration. 
The disastrous effects of cottonseed meal upon egg quality are 
quite evident as judged by the data In this table. In every case except 
<Jne, the average grade out of storage was appreciably greater (i. e. 
quality was lower) for the cottonseed meal cases than lt was for the 
average of all "normal" cases. The exceptional case Is one in which 
the amount of cottonseed meal in the ration was uncertain. The loss 
in grade for the entire season was greater In all cottonseed meal 
cases than the average for the normal cases, except for case 6, 1931, 
and 49 % of the eggs Jn this case were produced by hens that received 
no cottonseed meal. The percentage of loss eggs varied from 2.77 to 
83.33 in the cottonseed meal cases (as compared to 2.21 for all normal 
cases) and most of this loss was due to the occurrence of olive yolked 
eggs. The percentage loss in weight was also greater in all cottonseed 
meal cases (except No. 6, 1931) than it was for the normal cases . 
The most striking comparison between the cottonseed meal cases 
No. 
Cases 
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TABLE 7 
Effect of Age of Eggs Prior to Sto>rage on Quality* 
Age 
When 
Stored 
in Days 
1-7 
8-14 
Average 
Grade 
In 
1.91 
2.1 5 
Average 
Grade 
Out 
3.4 4 
S.51 
% Eggs 
Graded 
as i1Loss" 
1.90 
2.28 
% Eggs 
Graded 
as 0 Loss 11 
Broken 
Eggs 
Omitted 
.79 
.87 
% Loss 
In 
Weight, 
Entire 
Season 
3.00 
S.H 
*Includes only normal cases of 1929, 1930, a nd 131 seasons on which 
definit e age da ta are available. 
TABLE B 
Effect of Cottonsee d Meal on Quality of Eggs 
(Lo s in Grade and Weight-Occurrence of Olive Yolks) 
Per-
centage Average Average Average % Eggs Loss in Weight Cotton- Ave rage Average Average Loss in Loss in Loss in Entire Season 
0 seed Gra d e Mid- Grade Grade, Grade, Grade Gra d ed '7o 
z Source of Eggs Meal Into Season Out of Spring Mid- for "Loss" at Olive 
of Stor age Grade Storage to Mid- Sea on Entire End of I Yolks ., Season "' Total Season to Fall Season "' Ration lbs. % {.) 
I 
I I I 
I I April August October I I I Year 1929 1, 2 13, 14 24 I (206 days) I I 2 Farm flock ......... ?* 2.11 2.79 3.81 I .68 1.02 1. 70 10.00 3. 75 I 6.49 .33 3 Commercial flock .. . . ?t 1.37 2.93 3.15 I 1.56 I .2 2 l. 78 2. 77 2.00 3.42 .56 
I March June October I I I I I ·I · . . . Year 1930 17 27, 2 9, 10 I I (207 days ) 
I 3IExp. pens-La .... .. 17 2.66 4.50 7.45 I 1.84 I 2.95 4. 79 ) 
82. 78 4.00 7.27 H.72 
9 j0kla. A. & M. Col- I I I lege exp. pens . . . .. Approx. I I I 16 3.61 5.70 7.86 I 2.09 I 2.1 6 4.25 83.33 6.25 I 11.42 82.50 
I Ye ar 19.31 March July October I I I I 
I I 20 % 27, 28 2, 3 16 I I (202 days) I I (40% of I I I 5jExp. pens-La . .. ... eggs) 2.97 4.17 4.84 1.20 I .67 1.87 I 
2 .61 1.50 
I 
2.78 26.11 
I 30 % I I I (60 % of I I eggs) I I I 6jExp. pens-La . . ... . 10 % I I 
\ 
I ( 51 o/oof I eggs) 3.08 3.13 3.66 I .05t I .53 .58 3.61 I .25 .50 3.33 I None I I (49 % of I I I I eggs) I I 
/Average-all norma l I l I I I I cases ( 5 years) .... none 2.37 . . . 3.65 . . . ... 1.28 2.21 . . . I 2.49 I .50 
•Amount of cottonseed m eal u sed n o t known. Owner s tates, "Two or three times last spring w w e r without meat scraps and 
mix d cottonseed m eal In the mash." The birds als.o h a d rape pasture. 
t R eported to h a ve r eceived 17 '7o cottons d m eal, but later tests 1 ad us to b e lieve chat som e rror was made in this cas . 
t The small loss in grade In this ca e m ay be accounted for by the fact that the spring and mid-season gradings were made by 
dlftere nt person$. 
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and the controls is· in the occurrence of olive yolked eggs. In the cases 
in which the amount of cottonseed meal fe d was known definitely the 
percentage of olive yolked was 3.33 (one-half case from 10 % cotton-
seed meal ra tion other half no cottonseed meal) , 26.11, 74.72 and 
82 .50 % (or an average of 46.67 o/( ) a s compared to a n average of 
.5 % for a ll normal cases. 
P receding the 1931 season pens of pullets were placed on experi-
mental rations containi ng 10% , 20 % and 30 % cottonseed meal. A 
check pen which received no cottonseed meal was also maintained. 
The all-mash meth od of feeding was used. The percentages of olive 
Yolks, which occurred at the end of the storage season in t he eggs 
produced by these vari ous pens, a re given below. 
% Cottonseed Meal in % Olive 
Total Ration Yolks 
All cases receiving no cottonseed meaL....................... ........ .26 
Highest case receiving no cottonseed meal...... .................... 1.8 
10% Cottonseed meal ...................... .......................................... 5.1 
20 o/l Cottonseed meal .................................................................. 18.8 
30 % Cottonseed meal .... .. .......................................................... 31.5 
lt may be noted that th e percentage of olive yolks which occurred 
was directly i:>roportional to the amount of cottonseed meal in the 
ration. 
These data offer conclusive proof of the inadvisability of using 
-cottonseed meal in the laying ration, at least during the spring season 
(when eggs are being stored). 
COMPARISON OF COMMERCIAL GRADING AND 
EXPERIMENTAL GRADING 
At the end of the 1931 season a comparison (involving 3 cases or 
eggs) was made of commercial grading and experimental grading. The 
three cases indicated in table 9 were turned over to Swift & Company's 
candlers and were classed according to their commercial grades. They 
had no knowledge of how the eggs had graded experimentally. These 
grades are closely approximated by the respective experimental grades 
which are place'il directly opposite them. 
'l' he resu lts check closely for the two normal cases (cases 1 and 
2). The largest discrepancy which occurs in these cases is a difference 
<Of 19 % in case 2 in the percentage "carton" (commercial grading) and 
U. S. Standards (experimental grading) . In this case no eggs were 
placed in the "commercial" class by Swift's cand lers, but 21.7 % were 
placed in the corresponding experimental class (U. S. Trades). It may 
be noted that in this instance the experimental grading was the more 
severe for th e top grade. The percentages of U. s. Standards and U. S. 
·Trades taken togeth er correspond closely to the percentage of "carton" 
eggs as graded by the commercial candlers and therefore the discrep-
ancy ls not great. 
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The results obtained with case 5 (produced by cottonseed meal 
fed hens) are of interest, because they demonstrate tha severity with 
which the trade deals with dark and olive yolked eggs. In this case 
28.1 % of the eggs were graded as Joss by experimental grading while 
67.5 were graded as loss by commercial grading. This great difference 
is probably accounted for by the fact that every suspicious egg was 
di scarded as loss by the commercial graders whil e in the experimental 
gracling a yolk was not considered as "olive" unless it was distinctly 
noticeable before the candle. The great economic loss which results 
when cottonseed meal is used In the laying ration could scarcely be 
more plainly shown than by this case. 
TABLE 9 
Comparison of Comm e rcial Grading a nd Experimental Gra ding 
(As ggs w ere removea from storage-1931) 
Commer cial 
Grades I No I 'I< o! E · Eggs in ggs Case 
Experimental 
Grad s I 0 I % of · Eggs in Eggs Case 
CASE I-FROM I AL FLOCK 
"Carton" . . . . . . . . . . . 274 76.1 3-U. S . Standards . . . 262 
" omn1 erc faJ" . . . . . 7 21.7 4-U. S. Trades . . . . . 03 
"Cr·acks and c hecks". 6 1.7 7-U. S. Ch cks ... 2 
"Rots'' 2 .6 8-In dlble or " loss" 
ggs . . . ) 3 
ASE 2-FROM EGG LAYING ONTEST 
" arton" 336 93.3 3-U. s. Standards ... 267 
''CommerclaJ'' .. 0 0.0 l-U. s. Trades . 78 
" racks and c heck s". 14 3.0 1-U. S. C hecks ...... 12 
"Rots" . . . . . ' . . . . . . . 10 2. 8-Ine li ble or " loss" j 
eggs .... . ... . .. s 
ASE 5-FROM OTTONSEED MEAL FED HENS 
" arton'' ....... ... . 
"Commercia l" ..... . 
" racks a nd ch eck s" . 
''Rots'' ... ......... . 
34 
74 
9 
243 
0.4 
20.6 
2 .5 
67 .5 
3-U. S. ~t.andards . . ·I 
4-U. S. '.rrades ..... . 
7-U. S. hecks ..... . 
8-ln e;~~l .01: .''.loss'.' . / 
BACTERIOLOGICAL TESTS 
106 
14.9 
4 
101 
72. 
25. 
.6 
.8 
74.2 
21.7 
3.3 
.8 
29.4 
41.4 
1 .1 
2 . I 
In an attempt to determine whether ·or not bacterial In fection was 
a cause of olive yolked eggs (and of other kinds of "loss" eggs), 
twenty-two eggs were subj ected to tests by the bacteriology depart-
ment. This group of eggs consisted of seven eggs classed as rots, 
.three as normal, eight as olive yolked and four as "mold" when 
'examined before the candle at th e end of the storage period. Exami-
nation of Table 10 reveals that twenty-one of the twenty-two eggs 
examined were infected with either bacteria or mold or both. Ten eggs 
contained some form of mold and twenty were found with bacterial 
infection. The various kinds of mold and bacteria were summarized 
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TABLE 10 
Bacteriological Tests on Eggs A fter 206 Days in Sto·rage • 
Tne following organisms were roun l wnen cultu1·ed at 30 degrees ano· 
37 d grees on Bacto Nutrient Aga 1·: 
Candled Case I Egg Organisms Found Appearance No. No. 
Stuck rot I 5 I Bac illus mycoid s. 
Stuck rot 5 II Macrosporlum spp. 
Stuck rot 5 
I 
I III P ne illium spp. and Clostridlum (probably pu-
I tritlcum). 
Stuck rot 5 IV Bacillus m senterlcus. I 
Stuck rot 5 I v Bacillus mycoides, Spondyloclad iu m spp. and 
I Cephalotheclum spp. 
Stuck rot 9 I VI Sarcina spp. and Macrosporlum spp. 
Mixed rot ? l vu Bacillus mycoides and Proteus spp, Normal 3 VIII Pseudomonas tluorescens and Proteus spp. 
Normal 3 I IX lsarcina spp., Proteus spp., and Asperg!llus 
Normal 3 I x Proteus spp. 
Ollve yolk 8 ! XI Proteus spp. and Celphalotheclum spp. Ollve yolk 2 XII No organisms Isolated. 
Ollve yolk 2 
I 
xm Bacillus mycoldes and Penecl lllum spp, 
Olive yolk 2 XIV Mlcrococcus spp. 
Olive yolk 2 xv Bactllus mycoldes. 
Olive yolk 2 XVI Ila Illus mycoldes. 
Olive yolk 2 I X!VII Baclllus mycoides and Proteus spp. Ollve yolk 2 I XVIII \Sarclna spp. and Mlcrococcus spp. 
Mold ? ! XIX Proteus spp. Mold ? xx Proteus spp, and Penecilllum spp. 
Mold ? I XXI Sarclna s1 p. and Micrococcus spp. 
Mold 9 I XXII Bacillus mycoid s , Penecill lum spp. and 
I dylocladlum spp. 
SUMMARY 
One egg, No. XII, was apparently free from micro organisms. 
From the remaining 21 eggs, bacteria were found as follows: 
Bacillus mycoides . . . . . . . . .. was isolated from 8 eggs 
Proteus spp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. was isolated from S eggs 
Mlcrococcus spp ......... .... ...... was Isolated from 3 eggs 
Sarcina spp ....... . , .. , .... ... .... was Isolated from 4 eggs 
Bactllus mesenterlcus ... . ........ .. was isolated from 1 egg 
Pseudomonas tluorescens . was isolated from 1 egg 
Clostridium spp .. ... .. ........ . .. . . was isolated from 1 egg 
Mold s were found as follows: 
Penectlllum spp . .... . ......... .. . . , was isolated from 4 ggs 
Macrosporlum spp ......... , ... . .. was isolated from 2 ggs 
Spondylocladium spp .. ............ . was lsola t · d from 2 eggs 
Cephalothecium spp . .. , ..... . . . .... was isolated from 2 eggs 
Asperglllus spp .. ..... . ............ was isolated from 1 gg 
spp. 
Sp on 
*The eggs were held at room temp rature for two days following the 
storage period and prior to bacteriological tests. Thi s probably resulted in 
some secondary inf ction. 
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in the table. Bacillus mycoid es and proteus spp. occurred most 
commonly of the bacteria and penecillium was the most common 
occurring mold. No one organism was found in all of the olive yolked 
eggs; in fact, one olive yolk egg contained no micro-organisms. All 
three of the normal eggs contained proteus spp., one of them in 
.addition con talned a mold; another an additional form of bacteria. 
These results r eveal that no particular bacteria or mold infection was 
associated with the olive yolked eggs. 
COOKING TESTS 
In cooperation with the Home Economics department of Louisiana 
State University, cooking tests were made with a number of olive 
yolked eggs, and some few other abnormal eggs. Table 11 gives the 
results of these tests. It is interesting to note that olive yolk eggs 
were used successfully in making cake, omelet, salad dressing, as hard 
bolled eggs, as scrambled eggs, and In making custard and ice cream. 
The writer tasted most of these dishes and can testify as to their attrac-
TABLE 11 
Cooking Tests* 
(By D partm ent of Home Economl s-1929 Season ) 
Case I.- Ollve ....... ... raw -yolk , greenish yellow. 
cook ed -whit , s lightly pink. 
-yolk, mealy, split Into several layers. 
-odor, good, flavor 0 . K. 
-omelet, O. K. 
·Case VlII.-Eggs O. IC. . . . r·aw -wh ite, watery. 
-yolk, firm. 
cook ed -good. 
hard boiled-white, r ubbery. 
-yolk, mealy. 
-Case II.-Ollve ... _ . .. . .. ra w -white, some pink a nd some watery. 
-yolk, some dark olive and some light 
olive. 
-whites (wh en not pink) , whipped well : 
-yolk on b eating b ecom es lighter yellow. 
cook ed - hard b oll ed . 
-white, rubbery. 
-yolk, rubbery. 
- omelet, fair (possible to serve) . 
- sala d dressing, good. 
-custa rd , good. 
-Ice cream, good. 
Case IX.-? ... . ........ r aw -white, watery. 
-yolk, good . 
cook ed -om Jet a nd scrambled eggs, good. 
- hard bolled, white discolored and mealy. 
- odor (proba bly bacteria or mold). 
Case VII.-Ol!ve ...... . . raw - white, cloudy, s tu ck to sh ell. 
-yolk, stuck to she ll . 
cook ed -. cra m bled, no good. 
Case V.-Rot .... . .... .. cook ed - hard boll cl . 
-white , rubbeery, di scolored (possibly 
mold) . 
-yolk , 0. K. 
Case III.-Sllghtly Olive .. raw -whi te. watery. 
- sa la d clr ss ing, 0. K 
cook ed - om let, 0. K. 
*Several eggs from each case tested. 
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tlveness and palatability. Yolks that were dark, muddy, and greenish 
in color when broken out, turned bright yellow on hard cooking. The 
color of the olive yolks was improved somewhat by whipping. The 
albumen (white) of a number of the eggs was rubbery and in one or 
two cases, the yolk likewise had a rubber-like consistency. These tests 
demonstrate that olive yolk eggs are suitable for cooking, but this does 
not solve the problam of marketing them since the repulsive appear-
ance of olive yolks when broken out will lead housewives and cooks 
to discard them as rots. Because of the dark yolk shadow cast, com-
mercial candlers grade them as "rots" (see table 9). Olive yolk eggs 
might be adapted to some commercial use, if the changes which take 
place when they are cooked are fully understood. The following quota-
tion is taken from a letter r eceived by the writer from R. R. Slocum, 
Senior Marketing Specialist, Division of Dairy and Poultry Products 
of the U. S. D. A. Mr. Slocum has devoted much tim a to careful studies 
of tho marketing of eggs. 
"In our experience we have found that most of the olive yolked 
eggs which we have examined have, so far as we could determine, 
been sultable for food. Appearance, of course, ls against them and 
consequently in grading eggs, it has been our practice to place these 
eggs in U. S. Trades (Grade 4 in this experiment), but not to throw 
tlrnrn out as unfit for food . We run across some cases in which the 
condition is very greatly exaggerated and in those instances we may 
eliminate the eggs from eggs of edible quality." 
While this statement ls in agreement with our findings, we have 
deemed it advisable to grade decidedly olive yolks as inedible in this 
experiment for reasons given above. 
SUMMARY 
Approximately sixty percent of the total loss in grade of eggs 
stored occurred between the beginning of the storage season and 
mid-season. 
The average percentage loss in gross weight per case was 2.49%. 
It was highly variable for individual cases. Seventy-two and ftve-
tenths per cent'of the loss in weight for the entire season occurred 
during the first half of the storage period . 
Summer produced eggs (one case) stored during the 1931 season 
were of very good quality after 105 days in storage. 
A positive coefficient of .64 was obtained when average grade per 
case into storage and average grade per case out of storage was 
correlated. This indicates that the quality of the eggs when stored 
had an important bearing upon their quality at the end of the season. 
No significant relationship existed between the average grade per 
case into storage and the percentage of eggs which graded as loss at 
at the end of the storage season. 
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No s ignifi cant association was found to exi st between average 
grade per case into storage and loss in weight during the storage 
period. 
'l' he percentage of "Joss" eggs and the loss in grade were some-
what higher for a case of Louisiana eggs than for two mid-west cases 
to which it was compared, but the difference was not great. The 
Louisiana eggs show entirely satisfa ctory results when the means of 
all normal Louisiana cases are compared to those of the two mid-west 
cases as to loss in grade, percentage of "loss" eggs, and loss in weight. 
The data presented give convincing evidence of the advantages of 
s toring eggs of highest quality. The most striking figures in support 
of thi s fact are the percentages of " loss eggs" for e:ggs of the various 
into-storage grades (disregarding case). The percentage of inedible 
eggs (including broken eggs) for each grade was as follows : 
U. S. Specials or grade 1.... ........................ .. ........ l .9 o/o loss eggs 
U. S. Extras or grade 2 ........ ................................ 4.2% loss eggs 
U. S. Standards or grade 3 .................................. 19.l o/o loss eggs 
U. S. Trades or grade 4 ........................................ 25.9 % loss eggs 
The number of eggs stored at grades lower than U. S. Trades is 
too small to furnish reliable evidence. Th e mean percentage of loss 
eggs for all normal cases for the five seasons was 2.68% (see table 2). 
Leakers or broken eggs comprised the greatest individual cause of 
loss in normal cases with rots, moldy eggs, and meat and blood spots 
ranking in the order named. Olive yolks were not an important cause 
Of loss (only .5% of normal eggs stored), except in eggs produced by 
hens that received cottonseed meal in the ration. 
The average loss in grade of four cases of fresh eggs (not over 
5 days at first test) was 75 % as great during a short pre-storage 
holding period as It was during the ensuing storage season of 202 days. 
In a test of the effect of the age of eggs when stored, upon quality; 
the fresher eggs graded higher in all respects at the end of the storage 
season. The great importance of pre-storage handling upon quality is 
evidenced by these tests. 
The average percentage of olive yolks which occurred In cases 
from cottonseed meal fed hens was 46.67 % as compared to .5 % for all 
other cases . 
In a test during the 1931 season the percentage of olive yolks 
noted was directly proportional to the amount of cottonseed meal in 
the ration. Olive yolks did not constitute a serious source of loss, 
except when cottonseed meal was fed. 
Experimental grading and commercial grading checked closely for 
normal cases. Commercial candlers graded as loss a much larger 
percentage of a case of "cottonseed meal" eggs than did experimental 
graders. This Indicates the severity with which the trade deals with 
dark yolk and olive yolk eggs. 
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Olive yolks were not found to be identified with any certain bacterial or mold infection. A large percentage of the abnormal eggs tested at the end of the storage season were found to be infected 
with bacteria or mold or both. 
Cooking tests were made in which olive yolk eggs were used suc-
cessfully in cake, omelet, salad dressing, custard and ice cream and for hard boiling and scrambling. Upon cooking the color of the olive yolks became bright yellow. Whipping improved somewhat the color 
of olive yolks. Although olive yolks are edible, they will continue to be "dead loss" as long as the trade regards them as at present. The 
solution of the problem from the producers standpoint is to avoid pro-ducing olive yolks. This can be done to a great extent by not feeding cottonseed meal in the laying ration. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of five years' work seem to justify the following 
conclusions. 
Eggs produced in Louisiana according to accepted practices, properly cared for and marketed while fresh can be successfully 
stored for six to eight months under commercial storage conditions 
without excessive shrinkage and without an excessive percentage 
of "loss" eggs. 
No great differences exist in the keeping quality of Louisiana eggs properly produced and marketed, and similar eggs produced in the 
mid-west states. 
Cottonseed meal feeding ls the predominant cause of olive yoll,ls in Louisiana eggs. The occurrence of olive yolk eggs is not a serious problem when cottonseed meal feeding is avoided. 
The grade of the eggs into storage is the largest single factor in determining quality at the end of the storage season providing the birds producing the eggs were fed properly. 
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